1987 chevy silverado specs

The Silverado option provided the most features at the highest quality and was available from to
Five, eight-cylinder engines, as well as one six-cylinder type were available for Chevy pickups.
Two of the V-8s were diesel fueled one produced horsepower and the other produced
horsepower , with a displacement of cubic inches. The remaining three, eight-cylinder engine
types were a horsepower engine with cubic inches of displacement, a horsepower engine with
cubic inches of displacement and a horsepower engine with cubic inches of displacement. The
V-6 engine has horsepower and cubic inches of displacement. There were two manual and two
automatic transmission types offered for Chevy pickups in Both of the manual transmissions
were capable of four speeds and one of them had the option for overdrive. The automatic
transmissions came with either three or four speeds. The Silverado Trim Package included
parking lamps on the front of the vehicle that had a unique rectangular shape, as well as
nameplates with the Silverado logo. Lip moldings, as well as tailgate and lower body side
moldings, were also provided. These were not found in any other trim package for the Chevy
Half-Ton. All external features included in the Custom Deluxe and Scottsdale trim packages
were also found in the Silverado package. These features included chrome bumpers and
hubcaps, a silver-colored plastic insert for the grill, and silver-colored door handles and
side-view mirrors. In , all Chevy Half-Ton models were equipped with the option of either two
doors with one row of bench seating or four doors with two rows of bench seating. Silverado
packages included thickly padded seats and a choice between either nylon cloth or vinyl trim
for those seats. Carpeting came standard on the floorboard. The dash panel was decorated with
a wood-grain design and there were storage pockets in each of the doors. There was also extra
insulation added between the body and the interior, as well as on the headliner. Jhonna Moye
began writing professionally in and has had her travel and tourism articles published on various
websites. Exterior Features The Silverado Trim Package included parking lamps on the front of
the vehicle that had a unique rectangular shape, as well as nameplates with the Silverado logo.
Interior Features Silverado packages included thickly padded seats and a choice between either
nylon cloth or vinyl trim for those seats. Here are some drive train specs for - Chevy trucks. This
info was gathered from many sources. I know of no other source on the web with this info
displayed as clearly, all in one place. Hope it helps! From - Chevy trucks had a 13 digit VIN. If
your - body style has a VIN located on the dashboard, with 17 digits, then it is between and
model. If your truck has the VIN on the dash, but it is not 17 digits, then it is a or model. Your
VIN can also be found on the factory options decal , located in the glove box. Here's a list of
engine specs. Meant to show what was available When, and in what models. Here's a list of
transmissions offered, with available engines. Gear ratios are listed too Finally, what rear ends
came in what models, and what ratios were available. A well kept secret For Automotive
Literature it is hard to beat E Bay! GM Factory Service Manuals include full detailed instructions
for replacing body panels. Every nut bolt and screw location, torque specs, and a ton more.
These books are 2" thick, and often include full wiring diagrams too! Get over to E Bay! E Bay
Motors - I have gotten many manuals there. The older manuals didn't include wiring. I just also
won a bid on a GM Dealer Album. It includes all pricing for all Chevrolet vehicles, the cost of all
options, all the separate optional equipment catalogs and believe me there are lots even a
brochure for the Blazer Chalet. There are paint chips, and fabric samples. It is jam packed with
info. You can also find truck parts as well. Factory Service Manuals! GM considers anything 1
ton or under to be a "Light Duty" vehicle. So if you plan on restoring a car or truck, get your
hands on a factory service manual, you will not be disappointed! Our Other Sites:
Snowplowing-Contractors. Author: Chuck Smith. Click On A Book. Chevrolet is owned by
General Motors GM. In , the truck was renamed the SIlverado, with the half-ton model carrying
the "" label. The model year marked the end of the third generation of these trucks. The trucks
were the last vehicles produced with this particular body style. Changes for this year included
computer-controlled ignition and Throttle Body Injection. The same bed and tail lights were
used for the entire production run from to This was the last year for the "stepside" bed as well
as the final year for the rounded line of trucks. Chevy trucks used a digit vehicle identification
number VIN in Trucks were produced at Janesville, St. Louis and Flint, Mich. The Chevy truck
featured a V-8 engine -- with either a regular fuel option or diesel. The trucks were available with
either a three-speed automatic transmission or a four-speed manual. Trucks were offered in
both two-wheel and four-wheel drive. The fuel tank could hold about 40 gallons, and gas
mileage was about 14 mpg. Overall length for a truck with a six-foot bed was The truck was
Wheelbase clocked in at Gross vehicle weight was about 6, pounds. Chrome front bumpers
were standard. Other features included a striped vinyl seat, clock, radio, gauge-type instrument
cluster, tinted glass, air conditioning, cargo lamp, cruise control and power steering. Numerous
colors were available. Karen Taylor is a visual journalist, page designer and horse-lover in
central Indiana. She designs pages for an area newspaper including feature pages and page A1.

She has had a passion for journalism her entire life and enjoys both the design and writing
aspects of the industry. Dimensions Overall length for a truck with a six-foot bed was Layout
and Features Chrome front bumpers were standard. Square body Chevy pickups are extremely
hot right now. And even more so the 1-year only 87 R10's because they are the final year of the
square body pickups, and the first year of the fuel injection. This 1-year only TBI V8 is highly
desirable among truck enthusiasts. This factory black short bed is in amazing shape and has a
complete list below of new parts documented by a mound of receipts. Under the hood you'll find
the original TBI V8, a factory AC that has been converted to a and blows ice cold, and options
like power steering and front power disc brakes. Inside the interior is in great shape especially
considering the majority of it is the original red cloth interior. The truck runs great and thanks to
a brand new wiring harness and ac conversion to a, is a comfortable and cool place to log miles
from. If you are in the market for a square body truck and are looking for a way to stand out
from the crowd. This is it, 1-year only square body factory fuel injected C Call today! All sales
are final. It is the sole responsibility of the customer, and which we strongly encourage, to
thoroughly inspect the vehicle personally or via 3rd party, to ensure satisfaction to the
condition and value, prior to purchase. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be constructed as a warranty of any type. Vehicle information is
provided by the consignor current owner of the vehicle, and while we do perform a visual and
safety inspection of the vehicle upon arrival, we can make no warranty, guarantee or
representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. Dealership is not
responsible for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies contained in information provided by
third parties. The majority of these vehicles are considered classics or antiques, meaning they
are older vehicles with sometimes dated automotive technology. We are not an expert in the
construction, engineering, finishes, materials or components of these vehicles. Our employees
are a team of talented individuals with a history in the classic car industry. We perform an
extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we represent, but we do not disassemble vehicles
or components for inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible there is hidden
damage that is not readily apparent. Dealership and its affiliates shall and will make every
reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with a vehicle prior to the close of
sale. Dealership assumes no responsibility for any repairs needed to the vehicle and it's the
buyers sole responsibility for any repairs that might be needed. If marked "Numbers Matching"
or "Original Mileage", the consignor current owner states this vehicle as such. Customer is
encouraged to verify this information on their own, prior to purchase. We can assist you in
delivery through our network of private and commercial carriers. Most of which can deliver the
vehicle to your driveway. We assume no responsibility for
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damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Because we advertise
each vehicle with so many third-party affiliates, it is the customer's sole responsibility to verify
the accuracy of the price with the dealer. All advertised prices exclude local, state, government
fees and taxes and dealer documentation fee. Pricing are subject to change without notice.
Vehicle availability is not guaranteed and subject to prior sale. Regardless what is agreed to
verbally, we cannot guarantee a vehicle will be held for a potential buyer without a
non-refundable deposit collected to hold the vehicle. Contact the dealership about pricing to
place a deposit on a vehicle. Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Sign Up. Email: info sheltonclassics.
Engine Engine Type Gasoline. Body Body Color Black. Basic Year Interior Interior Color Red.
Email Us Contact Details Name. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Thank you for your interest! We
will get back to you soon. First Name. Last Name. Speed Digital.

